[Changes in growth characteristics of mouse ascites tumor AISM during the process of passage in vivo].
The growth characteristic of mouse ascites tumour AISM was observed on two distant passages (35th and 117th) in vivo. The following growth differences were established; the duration of life time of tumour bearing mice is less at the 35th passage (8 days) in comparison to the 117th passage (12 days); the common tumour cell mass at the terminal stage of life of tumour is more than 10 times less at 35th passage (10(8) cells) than at 117th passage (1.2.10(9) cells). The growth rate at 35th passage increases to the 4th day and at 117th passage to the 6th day. It is suggested that the tumour growth rate and the final size of tumor cell mass depend on the cell ploidity and chalone growth control.